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Strong Evidence for Stochastic Growth of Langmuir-like Waves in Earth’s Foreshock

Iver H. Cairns* and P. A. Robinson
School of Physics, University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia

(Received 24 December 1998)

Bursty Langmuir-like waves driven by electron beams in Earth’s foreshock have properties which
are inconsistent with the standard plasma physics paradigm of uniform exponential growth saturated
by nonlinear processes. Here it is demonstrated for a specific period that stochastic growth theory
(SGT) quantitatively describes these waves throughout a large fraction of the foreshock. The statistica
wave properties are inconsistent with nonlinear processes or self-organized criticality being important.
SGT’s success in explaining the foreshock waves and type III solar bursts suggests that SGT is widely
applicable to wave growth in space, astrophysical, and laboratory plasmas. [S0031-9007(99)08903-6]

PACS numbers: 52.35.Fp, 52.35.Qz, 96.50.Ek, 96.50.Ry
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Earth’s bow shock reflects and accelerates solar w
electrons and ions into a foreshock region whose pr
erties are primarily determined by plasma stream
away from the shock (Fig. 1). The foreshock electro
naturally develop a bump-on-tail distribution function du
to spatial gradients in the velocity required for electro
to reach particular locations in the foreshock [1–3]. A
predicted by linear instability theory, these electrons dr
Langmuir-like waves near the electron plasma frequen
fp [1–6]. Similar waves driven by electron beams a
believed relevant in many contexts in space physics, as
physics, and the laboratory, including type II and type
solar radio bursts, planetary foreshocks, the auro
regions and magnetospheres of Earth and Jupiter,
pulsar magnetospheres. The standard paradigm for w
growth in plasma physics involves an initially homog
neous plasma in which waves undergo exponential tem
ral growth that is saturated by nonlinear processes [7
This paradigm cannot explain many properties of the fo
shock Langmuir-like waves [5,6], including their burst
ness, highly irregular and variable electric field strengt
typical weakness with respect to the threshold fie
*1 mV m21 predicted for relevant nonlinear process
to saturate linear growth, and persistence much furt
from the bow shock than predicted by standard quasilin
theory [1,3–6,9]. Until recently resolved by stochas
growth theory (SGT ) [5,10–12], similar problems we
posed by the closely analogous Langmuir-like wav
and driving electron beams associated with interplanet
type III solar radio bursts [11].

SGT treats situations in which a source of free e
ergy interacts with driven waves and the ambient medi
and evolves to a state in which (1) the particle dist
bution fluctuates stochastically about a state very cl
to marginal stability and (2) the wave gainG is a sto-
chastic variable. DefiningG, the standard energy growt
rate G, and the wave and reference electric fieldsE and
E0 by E2std  E2

0eGstd  E2
0 expf

R
dtGg, the theory de-

scribes the random walk inG using the standard wave
equations
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GE
2

;
dG
dt

 G . (1)

SGT is then a natural theory for bursty waves wi
widely variable fields (due to the random walk) tha
exist together with the driving distribution unexpected
far from the source of unstable particles (due to t
closeness to marginal stability). Via the central lim
theorem, the most fundamental and testable prediction
SGT for relatively simple systems is that the probabili
distributionsPsGd ~ PslogEd should be Gaussian inG
(lognormal inE) [5,10–12]:

PslogEd  ss
p

2p d21e2slogE2md2y2s2

, (2)

wherem ands are the average and standard deviation
logE ; log10 E. This prediction is a robust and practica
means to test whether SGT is relevant that requires o
standard observations of wave fields [5,11]. Explanatio
for why the growth is stochastic are also required for
fully self-consistent theory.

The primary aim of this Letter is to establish tha
SGT provides a quantitative theoretical explanation f
the growth and properties of the Langmuir-like waves
a large fraction of Earth’s foreshock. Some initial sup
port for SGT is provided by the qualitative properties o
the waves [5,6] and a preliminary analysis ofPslogEd

FIG. 1. Geometry of Earth’s bow shock, the tangent magne
field line, and the foreshock;Df is the distance downstream
from the tangent line along the solar wind direction.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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distributions for two short time periods with limited st
tistics and small spatial extent in the foreshock that w
selected subjectively [5]. More objective and string
tests over a larger foreshock volume are required to es
lish the detailed relevance of SGT. Moreover, the fo
shock environment is complicated by significant spa
variations in the waves and electrons, especially with
spect to theDf coordinate defined in Fig. 1 [1,6]: onl
thermal Langmuir waves are observed in the solar w
(Df , 0), but there is a rapid transition to intense no
thermal waves whose electric fieldsE peak at relatively
small positiveDf , then decrease asDf increases. Thes
spatial variations make the foreshock waves a challe
ing and stringent test of theory. One key feature of
analysis is the extraction of power-law dependencies
Df of specific statistical wave properties (the logari
mically averaged fieldEav  10m and s) so as to as
sess SGT throughout the majority of the foreshock
one calculation. That is, the viability of a description f
the microscopic behavior of the waves (SGT) is dem
strated throughout the macroscopic foreshock consis
simultaneously, with the observed power-law trends
m ands.

The Letter’s second aim is to demonstrate the existe
of these power-law domains inDf for Eav ands and then
to assess the significance of both parameters having
domains of power-law behavior with a common bre
point in Df . Consistent with independent theory, the
domains are interpreted in terms of different processe
the shock producing the driving electrons. The Lette
third aim is to support the suggestion that SGT is pot
tially a new paradigm for explaining the growth of wav
in space, astrophysical, and perhaps laboratory plasm

In addition to describing specific phenomena, SGT
important as a member of a wide class of descriptions
instabilities in inhomogeneous systems. Different w
statistics characterize these systems, presumably re
to varying degrees of randomness, inhomogeneity,
self-consistency between the ambient plasma, the dri
distribution, and the waves. For instance, SGT invol
lognormal statistics and is associated with the unst
distribution and waves interacting self-consistently w
a prescribed, independent, and inhomogeneous am
plasma: preexisting inhomogeneities in the ambient pla
define favored sites for wave growth after which the wa
particle interactions inject fluctuations into the parti
distribution which then evolve toward an SGT sta
[5,6,10–12]. Systems displaying self-organized cr
cality (SOC) [13] have power-law distributions of pro
erties (e.g.,E) and involve the medium, waves, an
unstable particles all undergoing mutually self-consis
interactions. Another example is of elementary burst (E
systems which have exponential distributions of wa
properties [14]. Clarifying the regimes separating SG
SOC, and EB systems, and explaining why systems ev
to these states is very important.
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The quantitative viability of SGT for the foreshoc
waves is next established using the SGT prediction
and data from the ISEE 1 spacecraft for the period 08:2
09:55 UT on 1 December 1977. This period had unu
ally constant solar wind and magnetospheric conditio
allowing accurate determination of the spacecraft’s po
tion Df (uncertainty60.2RE) and separation of tempora
and spatial variations in the wave fields [5,6]. Figure
is a scatter plot ofE versusDf for this period, showing
thermal plasma noise in the solar wind (Df , 0), a re-
gion with Df & 0.6RE in which the fields vary between
the thermal noise level and,5 mV m21, and the great
majority of the foreshock in which the wave fields tend
decrease slowly with increasingDf . The significant scat-
ter in E for a givenDf is due to intrinsic time variations
not unresolved spatial variations inDf [6]. Only the re-
gion with Df $ 0.6RE is analyzed below.

The most natural and powerful test of SGT over t
macroscopic foreshock involves extracting Fig. 2’s tren
from the field samples logE using the variable

X  flogE 2 msDfdgyssDf d . (3)

Then, inserting (3) into (2),

PsXd  s2pd21y2e2X2y2. (4)

That is, without introducing any parameters other than
trends inm ands with Df , SGT predicts that theglobally
aggregateddistribution PsXd should be Gaussian with
unit standard deviation and zero mean. This extract
allows testing of SGT across macroscopic regions a
avoids relying uponPslogEd distributions for subjective
time periods with unusually small variations inDf [5]
or trying to disentangle the skews induced by gradie
in Df into the intrinsicPslogE, Df d distributions formed
by binning the fields inDf . It is shown below that
Eav sDfd  10msDf d and ssDfd are each described we
as power laws inDf with different indexes on either
side of a common breakpoint atDf  D0. The formal

FIG. 2. Scatter plot of the wave electric fieldsE near fp
versus theDf coordinates, calculated using the procedure
Ref. [6], for the period 08:25–09:55, 1 December 1977.
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statistical agreement between thePsXd distribution and
the SGT prediction (4) depends both on the field data
the power-law trends; accordingly, it is most appropri
to simultaneously fit the trends and thePsXd distribution
by minimizing the deviationsx2 between the calculate
and predictedPsXd distributions for varying power law
in Eav ands. The minimizations for this seven parame
system are performed numerically using a geome
simplex method [15], yielding the degree of statistic
agreement with SGT, the power-law trends (four spec
indexes and two normalizations), and the breakpointD0.

Figure 3 compares thePsXd distribution for minimized
x2 with the SGT prediction (solid line) for the doma
0.6 # Df # 4.0RE. (The data haveN1y2 error bars and
the bins have widthsDX  0.2.) Excellent agreemen
with SGT is evident, with the observed values everywh
lying within a few error bars of the curve. Standa
x2 and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests [15] show that t
formal statistical significance of the fit is also very hig
the x2 significance probability (that a fit with large
x2 would occur by chance if the model were corre
is Psx2d  82%, while the corresponding significanc
probability for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test isPsK 2

Sd  20%. It is emphasized that robust agreement w
SGT is still obtained (not shown) when theDf domain
and the power-law fits forEav and s are varied (within
the least-squares error bounds found below), altho
the statistical significancesPsx2d and PsK 2 Sd can
vary substantially. The excellent agreement between
SGT prediction and thePsXd distributions based on
data implies strongly that SGT can explain the intrin
burstiness and highly variable amplitudes of the wav
together with their persistence far from the bow shock
this domain of the foreshock. A plausible model for w
the growth is stochastic exists already [5], based on
driving of Langmuir waves by electron beams in plasm
with preexisting density irregularities and consistent w
independent data for type III bursts [11].

FIG. 3. Probability distributionsPsXd with minimized x2,
calculated from the wave data using the procedure in the
are plotted for the domain0.6RE # Df # 4.0RE . The solid
line shows the SGT prediction (4).
3068
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Importantly, the measuredPsXd distributions are seen
to be inconsistent with constant and homogeneous lin
growth/damping, SOC, or an EB system: in these ca
the PsXd distributions should be uniform (flat) [5,11]
power-law [13], or exponential [14], respectively. Fur
thermore, the relevance of thermal noise effects and n
linear processes can be directly determined since th
effects modify thePslogEd and PsXd distribution in
known ways [12]: for instance, typically SGT effects co
exist with a nonlinear process, so the pure SGT predict
(2) is relevant at fields below the nonlinear thresholdEc

but nonlinear effects modify thePslogEd distribution at
E * Ec. Very importantly, the measuredPsXd distribu-
tions show no evidence for nonlinear or thermal noise
fects being important in this region of the foreshock ev
when plotted on a log-log scale to emphasize their ta
This provides another strong argument against the st
dard paradigm of homogeneous linear growth followe
by nonlinear saturation, as well as implying that any no
linear Langmuir processes proceeding in this region (e
in connection withfp and 2fp radiation from the fore-
shock [1,2]) are dynamically unimportant for the statist
cal wave properties.

Figure 4 demonstrates thatEav  10m ands are both
dual power-law functions ofDf with different indexes
in two domains of Df and a common breakpoint a
D0  s2.1 6 0.2dRE . Shown are the power laws derive
by minimizing x2 for the PsXd distribution in Fig. 3
(solid lines), as well as separate least-squares (LSQ
fits to power laws for the domains0.6RE # Df # 2.0RE

and 2.0RE # Df # 4.0RE (dashed lines) that are no
required to meet continuously at a common breakpoi
The indexes, constants, and statistical significances
these fits are given in Table I. The very close overlayin
and the excellent statistical significance of these pow
laws calculated by two separate analyses with and with

FIG. 4. Binned in logDf , the quantitiesEav (upper panel)
and s (lower panel) are power-law functions ofDf , with
distinct indexes and a common breakpoint in two ranges
Df $ 0.6RE . Power-law fits obtained by minimizingx2 for
thePsXd distributions (solid lines) and by least-squares analy
(dashed) are shown.
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TABLE I. Power-law trendsY  A1D
2a1
f for 0.6RE # Df # D0 and Y  A2D

2a2
f for

D0 # Df # 4.0RE .

Y : Eav Eav s s
Means: LSQR PsXd PsXd LSQR

a1 22.0 6 0.6 21.8 6 0.3 20.52 6 0.16 20.53 6 0.08
logA1 23.9 6 0.1 23.9 6 0.1 20.45 6 0.05 20.43 6 0.01

a2 20.79 6 1.0 20.65 6 0.22 20.23 6 0.18 20.17 6 0.15
logA2 24.3 6 0.5 24.3 6 0.6 a 20.54 6 0.19 a 20.59 6 0.07

D0 · · · 2.1 6 0.2 2.1 6 0.2 · · ·
x

2
1 0.45 19 19 12

Psx2
1 d 1.0 0.82 0.82 0.44

x
2
2 0.12 19 19 4.8

Psx2
2 d 1.0 0.82 0.82 0.44

aSpecified byA1, a1, a2, andD0 for the Psxd calculation.
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a common breakpoint shows that thex2 minimization
process does not bias thePsXd distribution and that the
common breakpointD0 is real.

The existence of distinct power laws either side o
common breakpointD0 for both Eav ands suggests tha
the characteristics of the electron distributions driv
and damping the waves differ in these two domains.
is plausible that these domains correspond to produc
of the driving electrons by different processes at t
regions of the shock. Importantly, the standard tim
of-flight model for the foreshock electron beam [1–
predicts that the transition nearDf , 2.1RE for this event
corresponds to cold, weak beams with speeds of,1
2.5 times the thermal speed of solar wind electrons. Th
beams are unlikely to satisfy the stringent conditio
required by linear theory [3,16] for effective wave grow
nearfp. Thus, existing independent theory also impl
that a second source of driving electrons is required
wave growth to continue deeper in the foreshock.
mirror reflection and shock-drift acceleration near
shock’s magnetic tangent point produce the unsta
electrons at smallDf , as is widely believed [1–3]
then the driving electrons atDf $ D0 are most likely
produced by acceleration or magnetosheath leakage
from quasiparallel regions of the shock.

In conclusion, this Letter presents very strong evide
that SGT is a viable, quantitative, and robust theory
the Langmuir-like waves throughout a large fraction of
foreshock during at least the period studied. In parti
lar, SGT is presently unique in being able to account
the burstiness, irregular levels, typical weakness, and
sistence far from the shock of the waves. ThePsXd dis-
tributions are inconsistent with the standard wave-gro
paradigm, SOC, an EB system, or nonlinear processes
ing important. The different power-law trends and co
mon breakpoint forEav sDfd and ssDfd in neighboring
foreshock regions suggest, consistent with indepen
theory, that the driving electrons are produced by differ
processes at distinct regions of the bow shock. Fina
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the demonstration that SGT is a viable theory for tw
separate classes of wave phenomena in space (Lang
waves/electron beams in Earth’s foreshock and type
solar bursts) suggests that SGT may well be wide
applicable to wave growth in space plasmas and,
analogy, in some astrophysical and laboratory plasmas
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